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This repository contains courses - exercises, mini-projects and projects - with ng-book- The Complete Book on Angular 8. For more information, consult the wiki. Hi! Here's an example of a book code. It is organized according to the chapter / theme. In general, in the book we call where you can find each example of
code. Run readme code in the directory of each project to learn how to run the code. Generally, each project is built on an angular CLI, which means they have a consistent toolchain to build and run. To run these projects, do the following: cd path/to/project npm install npm start Then open the project in a browser.
Generally, in the Feedback &amp; Bug Reports URL, we continue to write updates to the book and this code. If you have any opinions about things that are not clear, or find any bugs just write to us at: us@fullstack.io Cheers! Nate, Ari and ng-book 2 team Page 2 can't perform this action at this time. You are logged in
with a different tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. You're signed out of another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com to create better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand
how you use GitHub.com to create better products. You can always change your choice in this window or on the Cookie Policy page. For more information, please refer to our Privacy Statement. We use the necessary cookies to perform the basic functions of the website, e.g. Learn more Always active We use analytical
cookies to understand how you use our websites so that we can make them more convenient, e.g. google cookies. Learn more ng-book. An in-depth, complete and up-to-date book about Angular. Become an angular expert today. Updated for angular, angular CLI and community style guide Ready to master angular?
What if you can master the entire frame - with solid foundations - in less time without beating your head against the wall? Imagine how fast you could work if you knew best practices and best tools? Stop wasting your time searching and have everything you need to be productive in one well-organized place, with
complete examples to get your project done without having to resort to endless hours of research. You will learn what you need to know to work professionally with ng-book: The Complete Book on Angular. Quick Launch The first chapter opens with the creation of the first Angular application. During the a few minutes,
you'll know enough to have an app with lots of sample apps and code When you buy an ng-book, you're not just buying books, but dozens of code examples. Each chapter of the book contains a complete project that uses in the chapter. The code is available for download, for free from our website. Table of Contents
Writing the first Angular WorksBuilt-in DirectivesForms in Angular 2HTTP and APIsRoutingDependency InjectionData Architecture in angular 2Data Architecture with Observables and RxJSData Architecture with ReduxRedux and TypeScriptData architecture from ReduxAdvanced ComponentsTestingConvert Angular 1
to Angular Comprehensive You will learn basic angular terms - from how angular works under the hood, to rich interactive components, from detailed tests to real-world best practices apps Learn angular best practices , such as: testing, organizing code, and how to structure your application for performance. We'll go
through practical, common examples of how to implement complete application components Sample applications included in the book contains sample applications, which show you how to create: Reddit clone component-based real-time chat app using RxJS Observables YouTube search-as-you-type Spotify app search
for songs with playable song previews Plus many more mini-examples that show you how to write components, how to use forms and how to use APIs Code samples currently have over 5500+ lines of code to run (TypeScript , lines without comment) What our customers say fantastic guys work! I have no idea where I
would be with Angular without the ng-book. You guys have made this SOOOO much easier to learn and keep up with. Thank you again.. you are amazing! - Jacob Cheriathundam I just finished ng-book2. I think this is the best learning material you can find about Angular today. - Yer Uglov FAQ Do I need to know
Angular 1? Not! We don't assume you've used Angular 1. This book teaches Angular from scratch. Of course, if you have used Angular 1, we will point out common ideas (because there are many), but ng-book stands on its own Is ng-book upgrade to ng-book 1? Not. This is a brand new book and does not share content
or code with ng-book 1. Angular 1 and Angular 2+ are two different frames, and ng-book 1 and ng-book are two different books. ng-book. An in-depth, complete and up-to-date book about Angular. Become an angular expert today. Updated for angular, angular CLI and community style guideRead to master angular?
What if you can master the entire frame - with solid foundations - in less time without beating your head against the wall? Imagine how fast you could work if you knew best practices and best tools? Stop wasting your time searching and have everything you need to be productive in one well-organized place, with
complete examples to get your project without having to resort to endless Research. You will learn what you need to know to work professionally with ng-book: The Complete Book on Angular. Quick start of chapter one the first Angular app. In the first few minutes, you'll know enough to have an app with lots of sample
apps and code When you buy an ng-book, you're not just buying books, but dozens of code examples. Each chapter of the book contains a complete project that uses the concepts in the chapter. The code is available for download, for free from our website. Table of Contents Writing the first Angular WorksBuilt-in
DirectivesForms in Angular 2HTTP and APIsRoutingDependency InjectionData Architecture in angular 2Data Architecture with Observables and RxJSData Architecture with ReduxRedux and TypeScriptData architecture from ReduxAdvanced ComponentsTestingConvert Angular 1 to Angular Comprehensive You will
learn basic angular terms - from how angular works under the hood, to rich interactive components, from detailed tests to real-world best practices apps Learn angular best practices , such as: testing, organizing code, and how to structure your application for performance. We'll go through practical, common examples of
how to implement complete application components Sample applications included in the book contains sample applications, which show you how to create: Reddit clone component-based real-time chat app using RxJS Observables YouTube search-as-you-type Spotify app search for songs with playable song previews
Plus many more mini-examples that show you how to write components, how to use forms and how to use APIs Code samples currently have over 5500+ lines of code to run (TypeScript , lines without comment) What our customers say fantastic guys work! I have no idea where I would be with Angular without the ngbook. You guys have made this SOOOO much easier to learn and keep up with. Thank you again.. you are amazing! - Jacob Cheriathundam I just finished ng-book2. I think this is the best learning material you can find about Angular today. - Yer Uglov FAQ Do I need to know Angular 1? Not! We don't assume you've
used Angular 1. This book teaches Angular from scratch. Of course, if you have used Angular 1, we will point out common ideas (because there are many), but ng-book stands on its own Is ng-book upgrade to ng-book 1? Not. This is a brand new book and does not share content or code with ng-book 1. Angular 1 and
Angular 2+ are two different frames, and ng-book 1 and ng-book are two different books. Showing 1-22 Start your review of Ng-Book: The Complete Guide to Angular Let me start by saying that it's definitely not a complete book about Angular 6. It shows a lot of things, but it has quite a long way to go. So, what is it then?
This is a book that shows a lot of things that you can do with Angular, and how you can do them. It has many although some of them are a bit contrived. It touches on many topics, such as application architecture, component component Testing... What I liked:- it shows how things can be done with Angular in a way I'll
start by saying that it's definitely not a complete book about Angular 6. It shows a lot of things, but it has quite a long way to go. So, what is it then? This is a book that shows a lot of things that you can do with Angular, and how you can do them. It has many examples, although some of them are a bit contrived. It touches
on many topics such as application architecture, component development, testing, ... What I liked:- it shows how things can be done with Angular in a way that seems natural, and makes sense.- includes a lot of ground (testing, components, data binding, routing, styles, conversion with AngularJS, ...). - has many
examples, and these examples can be downloaded from the internet and experiment with (which I have not tried).- it is written in an accessible way. What I did not like:- There are things that are not covered. And even those that are covered get an example, but they are explained or discussed in depth, alternatives are
not discussed either. It is also as far from a reference as you can get. I expect all those with a full book on everything.- Sample applications feel artificial and often seem to solve problems inefficient ways (repututing many things, allocating new objects and arrays unnecessarily, ...). - Sample examples sometimes contain
errors that seem to come from careless editing (e.g. names have been changed in some passages, but not in others).- The sample code is cut into small pieces in chapters and often requires effort to put them together (e.g. find out which one is part of the final use, which is hypothetical to consider). This can be greatly
improved by editing and formatting more diligently and adding titles to all code snippets. I'm best also giving all the code at first and then referring to it so that the reader can see how everything fits together.- The format/font is larger than I would like, and it looks like a lot of space on the pages is wasted. But I think it's a
matter of personal preference. In general: This book is a good entry point for Angular. You'll see what you can do with it, how things are done and it will give you the vocabulary you can use to search for more information. But it's not enough for someone to be a powerful programmer. Get it if you start. If you already know
the angular, move around, nothing interesting to see here. ... more Andria rated it was amazing August 18, 2019 Andrew Carbon rated, that I really liked Mar 19, 2019 Ishmael rated it amazing Mar 21, 2020 Jason Knowles rated it as amazing Oct 02, 2018 John is out reading it Jan 10, 2019 Alessandro tagged it as read
May 6, 2019 Harlow 11 November 2019 Vlad marked it as read on December 15, 2019 Missi marked it as Jan 16, 2020 G marked as to-read 20 Feb 20, 2020 Andrés Biso is currently reading it August 21, 2020 Mike is currently reading it Mar 11, 2020 2020
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